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One of the most famous books in the world written about the Holocaust. The book first appeared in Holland, where a Jewish girl wrote memoirs for two years during the German occupation. Today this book, translated into 17 languages and distributed worldwide in millions of copies, is considered one of the most popular in the world. You will not find here the literary smoothness of a venerable writer – it’s just a diary written by an ordinary 13-year-old girl whose childhood ended very quickly. World-famous work about a strong woman, completely free from prejudice, stereotypedness and even her poverty. Elite prose, which has become not only a classic of love literature, but also a whole lived life for readers – atmospheric, sensual and relevant at all times. Monday starts on Saturday. Book One The Coming of the Martians. Chapter 1 The Eve of the War. No one would have believed in the last years of the nineteenth century that this world was being watched keenly and closely by intelligences greater than man’s and yet as mortal as his own; that as men busied themselves about their various concerns they were scrutinised and studied, perhaps almost as narrowly as a man with a microscope might scrutinise the transient. Its physical condition is still largely a mystery, but we know now that even in its equatorial region the midday temperature barely approaches that of our coldest winter. New International Version Jesus did many other things as well. If every one of them were written down, I suppose that even the whole world would not have room for the books that would be written. New Living Translation Jesus also did many other things. If they were all written down, I suppose the whole world could not contain the books that would be written. English Standard Version Now there are also many other things that Jesus did. Were every one of them to be written, I suppose that the world itself could not contain the books that would be written. Berean Study Bible There are many more I First novel in the Dark Ages trilogy THE EVENING OF THE WORLD is set in the period of the barbarian invasions. Its hero is a young Roman nobleman named Marcus. His is a world where everything is possible and nothing solid, a world that is full of danger and mystery, of love and terror, of simple faith and abstruse philosophy, of cruelty, strange perversions, treachery and undaunted courage. Start by marking &eThe Evening of the World: a Romance of the Dark Ages (Matter of Eternal Rome, #1)& as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Marcus's journeys take him over the empire, from Italy to G The Evening of the World is set in the period of the barbarian invasions. Its hero is a young Roman nobleman named Marcus, who undergoes extraordinary experiences as he searches for meaning and stability in a twilight world where the old gods are dead or dying, and the new religion is threatened by new barbarisms. He is also the author of nearly 30 books, including 20 novels. He is notable for writing about the distant past. ...more. Books by Allan Massie.